Chapter IV

Conclusion

E.t~.

Forster's ,Aspects of the Novel, proposes

'Expans.~on, not. completion, which is uniquely true of Iris

Murdoch's entire vis ion.

As mentioned in the beginning. of

the introduct,i<mt the expanding vis i,on ke.eps on stretching
and continuing· because it involves 'love',

\~hich

is endless

and pe~eatlng, creating new worlds and Ofpening out new
vistas.

There
is ~o s~ing up of love, no fixed. pattern in
.

which it can subside, every i,nstance is unique. and novel .and
as.· the Abess actmonishes ~1ichael. in The Bell:
forward, never back".
.

.

.

11

the way is alwG\Ys

It might ntt always be. forward, but one

,.

t.hing is certain - it is always diverse, different and
distinct.
.'

Linda Kuehl's
summing up Iris

.1:'-~urdoch'

rem~s

point up the di+ficulties.of

s fiction:

This genre is stamped by a combination
of pyrotechnics and philosophy, a design
of bizarre effects intended to convey
reality as contingent and eccentric. It
employs stock fairy tale, mythic and
gothic devices and transforms them into
literary coPrelatives of the author's
philosophical vis ion. 1
The

quot<;:~.tion

describes the magician with her rod

but not the stage on which she operates.

The stage consists

of what we have called, the 'pursuit and flight', the
connection arid opening out; that is 'love and freeeom'.
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Therefore, the stage, the magician and the effects of the
rod all combined, produce the b~~ling cvmplexity of
vision that we come acrosa in her novels.
The fact remains that most of her novels are
indigestible, in the sense that after finishing a book one

still gazes at the ceiling witn a blank head and a big

question mark in the front.
the larger it grows.

The more one tries to sulve it,

But this is true of al.l great vsortcs

and immortal arts, because they try to picture a life

is essentially mysterious and baffling.

~:Jhich

The meaning of

life lies in the aura of darkness that surrounds it.-

But

this does not deter the Murdochian characters from going
deep into tbe very roots and pits of this unnameable
mystery and enchantment.

After all, for Miss JJ:urdoch, Life

and U.ove are the prime enchanters that attract the
~'lurdochian

lunatics, lovers and philosophers.

rllts Murdoch's

attitude towards life, love and the scope of her works are
summed up in the Abess' s admen! tion to lt'!icbael in The Bell:
••• where we generously and sincerely
intend it, we are engaged in a work of
creation which may be mysterious even
to ourselves - and because it's mysterious, we may be afraid of it. But
this should not make us draw back.2
And this did not make Captain Ahab, Santiago or

Miersault draw

back~:~.

r--:urdochian chatacters are a. bit of
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!\habs and Santiagos (in their own ways) who never mind
to have 'come too far' down the road- beyond their
limitations.

Here what matters is the jcurney, the

search and the timeless enquiry, the results become
unimportant.

Instead, the 'pointer' or the eternal quest

for the destination assumes paraJilount importance.
So much for the philosophy behind the indigestible unintelligibility.

Now let us try to understand the

magician who contributes to this mystery in the form of
different techniques that she employs.

To quote a review

on her in the T.L.S.:
vne persistent source Of trouble for the
reader is her unea..c;y \<Jedding of fable and
realism - although when she dropped the
yeast of fa~ble and laboriously manufactured the 1916 Easter Rebellion background
in 'The Red and the Green• (1965) the book
did not really rise at all and became in
some parts nearly indigestible. 3
Indeed, the intercourse and intermingling of
'fable and realism' is really 'uneasy'; because, the
reader hardly knows the tine that can differentiate these
two.

For an example, in 'A Severed Head' the Japanese

Samurai sword which Honor flashes with immense hypnotizing
speed serves as a fable while symbolising a terrible
unintelligible reality.

At least f.iartin takes a fair

amount of time after the incident to understand the
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implications of that unique phenomenon.

As a fable,

these S\-Jords in Japan are considered practically as
religious objects.

They are forged not only with great

care but with great reverence.

And the use of them is

bot merely an art but a spiritual exercise.

Honor said

to f>'lartin:

'Being a ~hristian, you con~ect spirit
with love. These people con~eet it with
control, with power'
'What do you connect it with'?
·
She shrugged her shoulders. 'I'm a Jew'. 4
Martin is unable to understand this irony.
the reader is bound to be confused.

Even

They tend to forget

the hints given by Honor earlier because of the extraordinary impact made by the Samurai sword.

That the

sword defines and describes the 'control and power' of
'Love' is completely missed, and like Martin, the reader
is messmerized by the exquisite

displ~

of the sword by

Honor that cuts the napkins into various parts.

But here

is. a display and communication of the perfect 'c(!)1ltrol and
power' of Honor's love towards Martin, a violent simmering
fire that is disposed through the utter control over the
sword.

knd this 'control and power' should not be

mistaken for chauvinism or dominance, it's rather the
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app~ehension

and knowing of the 'other', the perfect act

of 'balancing and neutralizing' _(see Introduction) that is
symboli~ed

balv~s...

by cleanly cut, decapitated napkins into

t\oJO

The perfect dissection of napki~ into even halves

symbolizes the balance and control and the neutrality.

And

the 'hideously sha.rp' implica.tions of the act like the
cutting edge of the sword· are' naturally' missed by the.
,..,andering hero - Martin, for he is not ready· and yet.

The

apprehension of 'other' is an unpravedita.ted, spontaneous,
realiza.t_ion; it is what D. H. Lawrence calls

1

the quick of

life' aild this has riot electrified Narti11, as ·yet:
I put my hand on the blade, moving ·it up
towards the hilt and feeling the cutting
edge. It was hideously sharp. My ·hand
stopped. The blade felt as if it were
chargeg \'lith electricity and T had·to let.
go •.; •
So as we see neither Martin, ror ~he readers, for

the time being can

dem~rc~tEL ~he

line bet\"'een the fable

and the reality imptied by the sword.

Martin cannot

neutralize and tolerate the force of 'electricity' discharged
by the swarrd.

But we should at waYs remember that it is rot

the sword that reserves.the charge, rather it is charged with
the 'control and power' of Homr' s love.

The reality of

control and power associated with the fable; the samurai
sword and the individual exhibition in its near perfection,
are all fused in stich a surprising manner that one misses the
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entire meaning of this particular act.

and this is the

basic problem that contribu·tes to the indigestibility of
f.11ss Nurdocll' s vision.
~Si.-1~

Even the title ot the book J;

a terrible object of fascination, a .fable.

Set'!Steb

As Honor

bersel.f comments:

I'm a severed bead sucb as primitive tribes
and old alchemists used to use, anointing
1 t with oil and 'putting a morsel of gold
upon 1 ts tongu.e to make 1 t utter prophecies.
all.d \4ho' kmws. but thJtat long acquaintance .
with a severed head rntght mt lead to strange
kmwJ.e·dga. For sucb knot1led.ge one would have
paid enough ••• 6
And Honor in fact belongs to the prim!tive J e1.1isb
tribe. \11th a fugitive and slwnberous look wbicb llartin

canr.ot decipher.

It migbt nave been sneer l'lfearinesa, 1 t

might have been resignation.

Nartin

al~"~a.Ys

tries in vain

to detect and interpret Horor• s face witb her

nar.ro~

calk

eyes and the slightly oriental. appearance peculiar to certain
Jewtsll women.

There was something ant.mal-ltke and repellent

in the glister.tng stare, wb.ich l\'1arthn cannot resist; for the

fact was that Palmer t1as beautiful wb.ile she was very

WY

with her sa.Uot1J cheek wb.i.ch shOne dully like wax, and tha
black gleaming hair, oily, strkhgnt and brutally snort. 'She
wu.s a. subject for C-oya'.

And f1art1n bas pa1d ar.d sacrificed

enough and has learnt a horrible lot because of this
• subject !or Goya'.

l4art1n has lost his wife Antonia to

A.le;-<:andar, his brotb.er, his mistress Georgie deserts him and
flies away With Palmer to America. and to top it a,l.l, t'1artin
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Witnesses the macabre and

~zzlin~

scene of naked Palmer

and his naked sister Honor embracing each.other.

His.

acquaintance with the severed head has led him to the
nightmarish visions of knowledge and the horrible secret
twists :that life can take and thekrk, unknown corridors
that individuals pass through.
t'Iy intention was to show the doubleness of .the

vision, the unclear, hazy horizon consisting o:f fable and
fact.

Dr. Honor Klein as a severed head \'li tb the Samuf.2/ti

sword not onLy does·utter the prophecies and lead people
to the awful brinks of realizations, but as an individual,
expresses her own emotions and passions through the symbols
that act also as fables.

~She is an exciting exorcist,

representing the primitive tribes with all their devastating
ugliness, but if one sees properly and can penetrate deep
into that black, bald head, then one sees the beauty of it.
And Martin sees it for the first time:
I had prevented myself so far from looking
especially at Honor. I looked at her nov1 •••
she looked to my eyes of farewell touchingly·
mortal, as she bad looked then, her demon
splendour quenched. unly. now I could see, in
her ugliness, her beauty. It was almost too,
much.7
Therefore, the interaction within and between these
two patterns is in a very real sense the pattern and
interaction between individual characters, bet111een different
kinds of society, between the sexes and between different

forces and symbols, conscious and unconscious within the
individual.

Thus in the first pattern, that of

A Severed Head, a character such as Martin Lynch-Gibbon
moves or attempts to move out of the world of form,
pattern and convention into one of contingency.

His shift

of reading habits alone, .from military history to the
Golden Bough after he witnesses the extraordinary scene of
incest between I' almer and Honor, suggests the kind of
movement this is.

His relationships with the three women

Antonia, Georgie. and 'Honor, clearly represent the various
stages of his entry and penetration into the nightmare, as
it appears to him of that \vorl d.
But suffering is there, at the root of it, creating
all the muddles. The restless souls enchanted by the abysmal
pit of suffering, wander aimlessly, act hysterically and
think in terms of abstract, confusing and contradictory
philosophy.

Sometimes it seems that they literally pursue

the suffering and once caught in it, they enjoy
physical torture and their mental turmoil.
cut out for it.

thei~

They are just

Gnce they plunge.into the sea of suffering

they loose the rudder and direction because the suffering
is chiefly imaginary- it is in their mind sleeping like
Yl
the gigantic white whale that rests ;in the m:ra
of Captain
l\

A.llab.
the

It acts as the myth,· the mystery and the symbol at

s~e

time, and the confounded chasers are left witll no

option but to be devoured by their own imaginary muddles
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and enchantments.
As pointed out in the Introduction, the moral

responsibilities of the ?'lurdochian cnaracters begin with

their revolt against.society, its norms, fixed decorums
and defined values.

They take notbipg for granted.

vne

should not forget the fact th.at theirs is a corJ.Stant
journey. into .their 0\'in inr..er self, a journey that is
endles$; because the • inner' is a r..eve.r-ending mystery.
The greater the bewilderment and shock that they receive
from their experiences, · the mora determined and deeper
their .atsea.rch becomes.

Like all other modern characters,-

Eurdochian people are existentialists - the never-saY-end

torch-bearers into

the mines

of their O~>Jn inner dark turmel.

There is no esc.aping the project.

some of them take it up

actively and fearlessly· while others watch them frcm a
distance.

In every novel, thus, there are two sets of

characters, the active ones

\~ho

act ei th.er like Boddhisatva.s

or narci~ists
and the passive ones, who try to receive the
1\
\'lisdom from their va.ri ous undertakings, 'llbile labelling it
\>lith various philosophical convictions.

And the problem or

the unintelligible muddle probably starts from this very
point.

one

m~

Because no one can share some or.e else's experience,

at best apprehend 1t.

lne of the fv:urdochian

characters somevthere states tha.t • no one is wise frcm
others• woes'.
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TbG extensively used metapb.orical setting in

l>1iss Murdoch's ncvels 1a either tba driving rain or the

sulpnurous fog.

iineriever b.er characters start tor an

important venture 1 t usually rains or a black, sulphurous
· tog;! blurs their vision wbic:b symbolises the ..fail\U'e tba.t

envelopes tbe project and 1 ts outec.me.

The actions of

man, like his mtnd and- bea.rt are beyond aeyone' s interpretations.

Incest, adultexy, homo-sexual relationships,

rnurde.r, revenge. lies and ·so forth occur 1n ner novels
like routined aft'airs. 'i\rA tbe active chJu•actera indulge·

in sucb pe~ions because they consc1~usly want to dabble

"

in acts regarded by soc1ei(y as immoral and unethical. They
vJant to test 1 ts impact on tneir reasoning. i.Inagination
and soul.

It is like testing ar.d experimenting w1 ttl their

own being on the laboratory table, applying 1 t wi ttl various
chemicals ar.d then cbserv1r..g tbe reactions alld tbe cbangea

that 1 t CJ.llde.rgoes.

Tbis is chiefly tbe reason why most o!

tbem believe one thing, sr:q another azld then act differently.

Because for tbem, moral.i ty does :not lie in dissociating
themselves frcm the so-called .facile evil, but in ur.de,p-

taking the prescribed evils on tbeir own ana experiencing
1 t .firs't>-band, in order to be able to apprehend and appre-

ciate the 'other'

a..~ thereby

to reach the

But it 1s easier said than done.

'1nr~r'.

Bec3USe they are

extremely conscious of violating the established no.tms
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and orders, they are limited and bound by the lines

drawn by the society; otherwise, they will not carry on
the arguments on • nice and good', on to be or not to be
so extensively as they usually do.

Rupert in A £airl¥

[I onoura.bl!? DeJ:ftsat argues:

experience the difference betvJeen good
and ev.eil, the dreariness of v1ickedness the
life-givingness of good. vie experience the
. pure joys of art and nature ••• .Ul right,
we are t.vi thcut guarantees, but we do kno~1
somethings for certain.
~tie

But does be
really does?

knot>~

really, if one considers what be

1/hen bis affection tot'lards Morgan is

dubiously manipulated by Julius King, he goes to the
extent of lying to Hilde., 1t1ho hitherto had been a solid
support and anchor for Rupert.

Rupert and Hilda, the

certain couple are divided and everytbing that \'lent in to
make the. tree erect and solid is defeated.

Yes, they are not sure and tney cannot escape the
pricks Of their conscience.

Evezything about the existence

of goodness or badness, right or \</rong, Vice and virtue ma.v
be a matter of subjective illusion or a relative concept,

but the more they argue about 1 ts vague existell..ce, the more
prominently 1 t occupies their minds.
r!Jartin and Georgie in A

Sever~d

For an

exampl~,

Head get rid of their ille-

gal child, and thcugb Georgie's stoic acceptance and lofty

spirt t constlles Martin a. bit.. still he is left with a sense
/

of not having suffered enough:

ttonly sometimes in

dreatns did I experience certain horrors, glimpses of
a punishment which would perhaps yet find 1ts hour•?
The statement ·above refers to both the points that
contribute

to

the riddles in Miss l>1urdoch' s novels: The

search for· the suffering and the muddles about the age-old
questions on good and bad.

dv not repent,
wait for 1 t

t~ey

~tJi th

0nce they get the pricks, they

search for an immediate suffering or

a sense o£ evel'-readiness with the belief

that the fire of suffering will redeem the wrong-doinms.
But this was not my point.

rljy at tent! en

~'las

on an

active involvement in such actiuns of which they are not
sure.

To get rid o£ an illegal child may be a sin, may

amount to killing the soul o:f an innocent who cannot even
protect itself and the act itself may be considered sinister; but they themselves have to expettenc e 1t with all its
horrible pricks of

A Word gnild

,

consc~tence.

As Hilary Burda

in

bel~ves:

For a desparate man, any set back can tap
a deep base of nightmare,. every sin¢ represent.s the original or~, indeed is part of 1 t,
every crime is tbe Crime. 10
It would be a total injustice to Iiliss f•iurdoch 1 s

works fJf one of the most important aspects cor..cerning the
habit of the characters is not taken up here.

And that's
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alcohol.

Very fet'l characters can say no to drinks - and

they drink a lot.

Before the start of a;ey conversation,

after the deliberations, before taking up a nocturnal
adventure and after it, before apprehending a disastrous
revelation and after its realization, drinking becomes a
terrible necessity•

They usually get up with a splitting

headache, .a confused intellect and a cloudy reasoning. And
they indulge in it t

0

such

an

...

extent that one is forced

to think of them as ale oholics and of their wanderings like
that o·f average sentimental -drunkards.

~vhatever

it is,

this certainly heightens their eccentric behaviours and
makes the entire scenario quite puzz.ling•., And this is.
probably the reason why many of them so readily can come to
a conclusion, drink a toast only to forget it· after.-Jards.
They hit the bottles and then they spit out the mad, jarring
things, but they do not sleep on i-t:;.another day, it is

anoth~r

\'lith the break of

venture, a different life,

another bottle and another z1p-ag

~oj

ourn.

It seems that rJitss f1urdoch' s valiant characters \'lho
throb with excessive energy al;ld spirt t and perform immense
heroic.s are -really not 'all that.

At heart, they probably

are quite nervous and shaken at everything that happens to
them.

Lone should always remember that they have a penchant

for realizing and seeing things a., second before the average
humanity sees.

And they see it vividly with such clarity
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that it becomes a terrible difficul. ty to communicate or
interpret it.

The way they visualise things,

comp~Unen

ta.lise every aspect of 1 t and scan it can be felt only
when one surrenders oneself to

th~

rhyttpn of her novels.

V'le exepct, but rarely find, characters that live

in the memozy.

E.N. Forster says plot and stozy might be

set aside in favour of some other
units,. but one wants
.
characters 'to seem alive' •

Hurdochian character lives

long after the novel is read over, ~e/sbe represents a
principle, a force, a condition, an essense and what is most
important - a dilemma.

There is, as mentioned earlier,

something mysterious, simple and fateful about them.
r'lurdochian characters remain as distractions,
unsolved puzzles and questionable contradictions.

They are

the fallen beings, the wounded, bleeding and crying victims victims of their own doings and their own inner confusions.
But the peculiar and unique aspect of her novels is that
they all end with a happy, reconciled note.

Inspi te of so

much of sufferings, 'muddles', 'enchantments' and philosophical dabblin.gs, they hurz:y .on to tbe closure, tba.t som&times sounds stage-managed like 'Far lf.rom Tne r·1adcling Crowd'.
As one cirtic has pointed out.
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Generally the fUndamental pairing -off
of patterns at the end of the ~otorlt is
common to most of her novels. Either
they manage to stay in their static
marital relationsh.i:p, or they find
their physical sexual ma.turi ty accomplished and hence indispensable.11
They \'lander, they freak out, suffer and yet they

manage to

~orne

to a hurriedly managed no.rmal conclusion.

Yes, life is incomprebensible, relationships are bizarre,
philosophical realizations are incomplete and jarring. But
as T. s. Eliot sa.Ys • human kind cannot bear too much of
reality'.

Even these eccentrics, enchanters and

Boddhisatvas cannot. - Even the most accomplished enchanter

Julius King admits, 'I didn't know what to do next' '•
But in spite of a no:mal. conclusion, she leaves us
~11th

the impression tbat she does not complete her true

attitude towards life, but instead must hurry on to the next
novel.

I have pointed out that l\1urdoch herself, in an

interview bas clarified that she really wanted to write one
big novel.

And this is what probably she is doing.

Tnere-

fore as l.ong as she continues to wrt te we shwld not expect

a final.i ty or an ultimate message from her.
And one should al\'IEzy's remember that she is a teacher

of philosophy by profession, and her own philosopby gives

a useful indication of her fictional intentions.

Though

philosophy ha.s never been a satisfactory raison d' etre for

the creative writer, still it

m~

explain some of the
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problems that crop up in understanding her works.

'l'be

muddles associated wi til 'morality' from which her concepts
of 'love' and 'freedom' ·emanate have made her novels more
baffling and indigestible.

Because, as a philosopher. if

she cannot achieve the distinction of defining it, then, it
is expected that a<J a novelist sbe

t'IOul.d

make them more

'unutterable' •
The empbasis upon lc'Ok!ng at some kind of objective
background to morality instead of fixing tbe source of moral.
va.lue ul ttmately in tndivid\.lal. decision-making bss been
transformed by Irts

I.he

sox~mx

She sees great

r~:urdoch

in a highly significant tlo.rk,

of Goo,d, into an extremely metaphysical thesis.
ttozks

of art as sCil!lethlng wnich t·till

t-1ean

us

a\·ta:y from particularity and prejudice in our moral judgements,
and t1hich will

pr"vide a universal dimension as a background

for moral life.

She assents tbat tbis .cannot be found in

human nature 1 tself: that man nas to look for tne transcandant if be is to live morally.
Concepts like virtue and vice, wbich I have dealt
t>Jitb extensively earlier, .f\lrttler cloud our and tler

ebaracters' understanding about tbe 'apprehension' ::md
'knowledge' of the 'other' that is, the demarcation

bet~1een

'love• and '.freedom' becomes an extremely di.f.ficul t task. In
ClD

arena. of undefined attitude tot.rard.9 life, shnpele.Js

realities and shifting values, tr;here the characters regularly
oac1llate bett:een vtsdcm

anc

folly • some fixed pattern and
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~o

code is necessary

bold things togetner.

But sne would

not grant that.
Virtu~

and vices, sne maintains, are connected
<

with human flourishi.ng, a notion which in turn is connected
with needs and wants•

Oilly in so fa.r as the

po~1ers

of the

.·

'

human mind at:"e speclrfied in the pbilosopny of mind shall we
.

i

know what· would ·cont_rtbute to human flourishing•.. The·
philosophy of mind would almost provide a
deduction Of virtues and vices.
in1~ial

.

transce~@lr\1taL.

Such a view, despite its
.

.

plausibility, shows a great lack of

sophisti:.cation.

sociolo~cal.

Moral! ty cannot be derived from aspecifica.

.

tion of' human needs, for what a man is regarded as needing
is basically defined by tbe moral context ·in wbicll he lives,
moves and has his being.
And: the 'philosophy of mind' is a

v~t

roa:.ctng

space, an ever continuing process and tbe specification of'

.

.

human needs. and relat,ionships will go on multiplying and
breeding !or ever.

And so shall be the life and its incom-

preh~nsible, unpre~dented aspects~

Iris Murdoch can reach a concluSion.

·

no

·

Therefore, A research on
Like her.cbaracters,

the critics are the fated seekers of the 'pointer' that woUld
continue to elude and recede.
Yes, most of ner novels end witn marriage, or
a happy reunion or just .with a great feeling.

For

w~th

examp~es
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I quote here the conclu~ng lines of A Word Child
'Happy Ghristmas, Tommy'.
- 'I'm going ·to marr,Y you, Hilary' •
''Are you, Thomas?' ·
'Yes, I'm going to marry you.'
'Are you, Tb.omasina''? ~P-391)
£!: Fairly

Honou~able

Defeat ends with the note:

The suri wa8 warm. upon his back.
Life was good. (p.447) .
But her real· attitude towardS li!e is ·evident from
the way she chooses to end her novels like The Philosopher's
.

-

.

Pupil or The Unicorn.
I share the _general view that the marriage
will be a happy one • • • tb.e end of any tale
is arbitrarily determined. - -As I now end
this one, somebody may S/lY: ·but how on earth
·do you know ~l .thesft things about all tqese
peopl§? Wei , where does one p~rson end and
wether person begi.il? It is my role in li.fe
to listen·to stories ••• ('The End', The
Fhilo§opfier1 s fupil).
And in Th§ Unicorn at the end, inside the train:
Ef!inghalll ,sighed and crJJIIlp;l.ed the_ newspaper in
his hand ••• theY would talk the whole thing
over as the express carried them away across
toe" central plain.
·
· Therefore, \.,rhere does Iris Murdoch, and?
seems to be a great beginning.

Every end
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